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Rabin has investigated the difficulty of proving that a set of linear forms is simul- 
taneously positive by the evaluation of analytic functions. In this paper we study this 
same question under the restriction that each analytic function itself be linear. A 
complete result is given in the case that the original set of linear forms are simul- 
taneously positive on a subspace having at least one extreme point. Applications are 
then given. In particular, it is shown that the proof that a real number x 1 is maximal 
out ol the set {xl .... , x~} requires evaluation of m -- I linear forms even if x x is known 
in advance to be exceeded by at most one xi for 2 ~ i ~_ m. 
I .  INTRODUCTION 
Let  Lx ~ b be a system of linear inequalities over the real field R defined by an 
m • d matrix L and x and b column vectors of d components.  Let  C C R a be a convex 
set. Then  Rabin [1] asks the question: Given x E C, is there a way to prove thatLx  ~ b 
which involves the evaluation of less than m (not necessarily linear) inequalities ? In 
order to answer this question Rabin defines an independence condit ion of the system 
relative to the set C and proves that if m ~ d and this condit ion is satisfied then if 
{Pi~}i~=l ~1 is any finite collection of analytic functions each with domain R a and 
range R such that 
k 
(Vx~C)Lx  ~ b iff 3i~ Api j (x)  >/o; 
~=1 
then k ~ m. This  says, in effect, that, given x ~ C, evaluation of the m linear forms in 
the original system is the easiest way to determine if Lx ~ b or not. Conversely, he 
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shows that if the independence condition fails then such a collection exists with 
k < m; and, in fact, each pij can be a polynomial of finite degree. He also discusses 
various applications of his results. 
In this paper we examine similar questions under the requirement that each P~i 
be linear. We define a condition for the system Lx >~ b called nonredundancy on C 
which a weakening of the independence ondition proving to be the natural one in the 
linear case. We show (trivially) that if the nonredundancy ondition fails then one can 
find a set {Pi}~=a with each p~ linear and k < m such that 
k 
(gxEC)  Lx~b iff /~p~(x) ~0 
i=l 
by merely dropping redundant rows from L. 
Assume that Lx ~ b defines a region L + C R a which has at least one extremal 
point, i.e., the rows of L span R e. Then it is elementary that there is a collection 
{pij}it=l jk 1 of linear functions from R a to R satisfying the above condition with k = d 
if L + is a cone and k = d q- 1 if L + is not a cone. Our main result is a complete 
characterization f when such arrays exist having less than the above widths. As will be 
seen, the interrelationship of the convex set C to the extremal surfaces ofL + is critical. 
We then give various applications of the result. One such is that if x 1 ,..., xm are 
real numbers and it is given that x 1 is either the largest or second largest; then to 
prove that x x is maximal by evaluating linear functions requires evaluation of at least 
m -- 1 such functions. 
The sequel assumes rudimentary knowledge of systems of linear inequalities. To 
the reader unversed in these subjects we suggest perusal of Kuhn and Tucker [2] 
(especially papers 2 and 3) or of Grunbaum [3]. 
2. PRIOR WORK AND DEFINITIONS 
Let Lx ~ b be a system of linear inequalities over the real field R where L is m • d 
and x and b are column vectors of d components. Associated with this system are the m 
linear inequalities {/i}~=1 where 
li(x) = liixl + "'" + l~axa + bi , I ~ i ~ m. 
We denote the region in which they are all nonnegative by 
L + = lx~Ra:  A l,(x)>~ 0 I. 
i=1 
We shall study the problem: Given a convex set C C R a and x e C, how easily can 
one prove that x is inL + ? Following Rabin [1] we define a complete proof ~ as follows: 
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DEFINITION 2.1. A complete proof for L + on a set C is a system of functions 
P l l  
= I p~I ~P~I tplt iii p2, 
k A r Ra such that Ai=l j=l Pi~: -+ R having the property that given any x ~ C then x ~ L + 
if and only if, for some 1 ~ i ~ k, 
/e 
A pi~(x) >~ o. 
j -1  
The width of the proof is w(~) = k. A complete proof ~ is linear (polynomial, 
analytic) if each function in the array is linear (polynomial, analytic). Each Pi is 
a proof in a subregion of C. For notational convenience we shall let Pi + be the region 
in which all functions in row i are nonnegative. 
Rabin introduced this concept and proved some basic facts about complete proofs. 
His main result is restated here for convenience after we give a necessary definition. 
DEFINITION 2.2. A set of linear forms {li}im=l from R a to R is independent on 
C C_ R a if given any of the possible 3 m combinations of +,  0, --  for the forms there is 
an x e C on which the given combination is realized. Then 
THEOREM 2.3 (Rabin). Let {li}i~=l be linear forms from R e which are independent 
on a convex set C C R a and m ~ d. Then any complete analytic proof ~ of L + on C must 
have w(~) ~ m. Conversely, if the set of linear forms is not independent on C then there 
is a complete polynomial proof with w(.#) < m. 
Proof. See Reference [1]. Q.E.D. 
The reader will note that the independent case result is almost certainly the practical 
half of the theorem. It says--in effect--that one may as well evaluate the original 
forms. In the nonindependent case one can have w(~) < m but the result says nothing 
about the number of lines in .'~ and only that .r is polynomial. In fact .~ will often 
have many lines indeed. 
In this paper we impose the restriction that each Pit be a linear form and address 
ourselves to questions imilar to those posed by Rabin. This is a natural approach to 
take. One would hope to employ linear forms in proofs whenever possible since they 
are normally computationally easier to evaluate than polynomials of degree higher than 
one. Thus it is of interest o have lower bounds on proof widths under this linear 
restriction. 
If  linearity is imposed then Rabin's independence condition is naturally replaced 
by a nonredundancy ondition where 
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DEFINITION 2.4. A set of linear forms {li}~= t from R a to R is nonredundant on a set 
C if for 1 ~< j ~< m there is a point x ~ C such that 
l~(x) < O; l i(x)>~0; l ~ i ~ m, i ~ j 
and in addition a point y ~ C such that 
li(x) >~o 1 <~ i <~ m. 
In the sequel we shall often abbreviate this as NR(L +, C) holds. Note that non- 
redundancy is implied by independence but not conversely, e.g., 
EXAMPLE 2.5. Let lx(xl, x2) = x l ,  12(Xl, x~) = x~ and C be the unit circle with 
center (.9, .9). Then L + is nonredundant on C but is not independent since ll(x ) < 0 :~ 
l~(x) > o. 
The analog to the second half of Rabin's theorem is quite immediate in our case. 
- - I  m LEMMA 2.6. Let L { i}i=x be redundant on C. Then there is a complete proof 
for L + on C with w(~) < m. 
Proof. Assume la(x ) < O, l~(x) >/O, 2 ~ j ~ m is impossible for x E C. Then 
= {/2 ..... lm} 
has w(~) = m -- 1. Q.E.D. 
In the sequel we give results about minimum proof width under the linearity 
constraint. As we shall see, nonredundancy will be the appropriate concept. 
3. MAIN RESULTS 
As above, let us have the system of linear inequalities 
Lx ~b,  
where L is an m • d matrix of elements in R and x and b are column vectors of d 
components. We associate with the system m inequalities li(x ) = lilx 1 + ' "  + liaxa + bi ; 
As before, L + denotes the subset of R d on which the system is satisfied. We are only 
interested in the case in which L + is nonempty and has at least one extremal point 
in R ~. Thus the rows of L span R ~. We completely characterize when, for L + a cone, 
there will exist a complete linear proof for L+ on a convex set C havlng width d --  1 or 
less. In the case where L+ is not a cone we give conditions to determine when there 
will or will not exist a complete linear proof of width d or less. 
We first deal with the case in which L + is bounded. Several preliminary lemmas are 
necessary as is some notation. 
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Notation. Let S be a polytope. Then by EXk(S)  we shall mean the set of extremal 
surfaces of S having dimension k. By ~q we shall mean the closure of S. By [[ [[ we 
shall mean the Euclidean norm. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let L + be bounded and N. R. (L +, C) holds where C is convex. Assume 
that no extreme point of L + is interior to C. Then there is a real E > 0 and a complete 
linear proof ~x for L + on the set $1, where w(~)  = d and, 
S 1 = {x eL  + : 3h e EXI(L+), y c h :[[ x --  y II < ~}. 
Proof. Let h i e EXI(L+). Then there are integers i l ,  i s .... , ia-1 such that 
hi = {x : l,l(X ) . . . . .  t,,_l(X) = o}. 
Let v 1 , v2 e EXO(L +) be the extremal points of L + contained in Ai. Then there is a 
3i oo 82 such that 
min([] x --  v x Jj, [[ x -- v 2 []) < 3 i :z- x 6 C. 
Hence there is an Ei > 0 such that if x c C then 
(,A d--1 li(x) ~ 0 A E l'/(X) < ::~ X e L +. 
"/=1 
But A'/was any extreme line. Hence a proof ~t  exists for L + on $1 with width d where 
is the minimum ~'/of the extreme lines. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let L + be bounded and N.R. (L +, C) hold where C is convex and no 
extreme point of L + belongs to C. Then there is an ~' > 0 and a complete linear proof ~ 
with w(~)  = d on the set 
s~ = {x e L+ : 3i : 1 ~< i ~< m, l~(x) < ~'} 
Proof. Let 1 ~ i ~ m, and define a set W'/by 
W~ = {w : l'/(w) = 0 ^ w r Sl},  
where S 1 is as in the preceding lemma. Note that W~ is a closed subset of the li(x) = 0 
plane. Now let w c W/. By hypothesis there is a vertex v ofL  + which does not belong 
to C. Hence there is a simplicial cone Kw having open intersection with the li(x ) = 0 
plane such that w e Kw and if x e Kw n C then x eL  +. Define such a Kw for each 
w ~ W'/. Then 
Wi C- (.) {Kw : w ~ Wi}. 
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Hence by the Heine-Borel theorem is a finite subset of{K w : w ~ Wi} which covers Wi. 
The lemma follows from this fact. Q.E.D. 
We are now ready to handle the case ofL + bounded. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let L + be a bounded subset of R a and C C R a be convex such that 
N.R. (L +, C) holds. Then there is a complete linear proof# of L + on C with w(9~) < d + 1 
if and only if no extreme point of L + is contained in C. 
Proof. Assume that no extreme point ofL + is contained in C. Then by the preceding 
lemma there is a proof ~2 for L + on the set S 2 with w(:~2) ~ d. Let S = L + ,~ $2. 
Note that S is closed. There is a vertex v of L + not belonging to C. Hence for each 
s ~ S there is a simplicial cone Ks which is an open set, contains s, and such that 
x~K s n C ~ x~L +. Thus 
SCU{K~:s~S}.  
Hence a finite subcollection of the cones exists which covers S. But each such cone is 
defined by d linear inequalities. Thus if ~ consists of a line for each such cone and all 
the lines o f~ 2 then w(~) : d and ~ is a complete linear proof ofL + on C. 
Conversely, let C be such that some vertex v o fL  + belonging to C. Without loss of 
generality assume that 
i x (v )  = 12(v)  - - l ,~(v )  = o .  
By N.R. (L+, C) tffere is a point w e C such that 
lx(w ) ~ 0; 12(w ) /> 0; ...; la(w ) >/0; la+a(w ) < O. 
Assume that :~ is a complete linear proof of L + on C and w(~) < d + 1. We shall 
derive a contradiction. Let P be a line of ~ .  Then P is the set of points satisfying d 
linear inequalities. Assume that v satisfies P. Then v must be the vertex of the cone 
satisfying P or else some point close to v but not in L + will satisfy P. This follows from 
N.R. (L +, C) and convexity of C. Hence if any other point of [v, w] satisfies P then 
so does w. But this is impossible for w r L +. Now consider any line not satisfied at v. 
By similar reasoning for each such line Pi there is an q such that 
II v - x II < ~i ^ x ~ [v, w] ~ Pi not satisfied by x. 
But let r : min{Ei : Pi not satisfied at v}. Then r > 0 since ~ is of finite depth. Thus 
if I[ v --  x l] < r and x 6 [v, w] no line of ~ is satisfied by x. But x eL+ hence ~ is 
not a complete proof. Q.E.D. 
We now discuss the unbounded ease. It separates naturally according to if L + is a 
cone or not. We note that if L+ is a cone in R a there will always be a complete linear 
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proof of width d obtained by dividing L + into simplicial cones. I f L  + is not a cone there 
will always be a complete linear proof of width d + 1. We give conditions under 
which these width are minimal. A definition will be useful in the sequel. 
DEFINITION 3.4. Let L be a bounding hyperplane of L +. Then L is an infinite 
boundary of L + if given any real number r there are points x, y eL  + nL  with 
11 x --  y 11 > r. Otherwise L is a finite boundary. 
We then have 
THEOREM 3.5. Let N.R. (L +, C) hold for a convex set C where L + tn C is unbounded 
and L + has more than one extreme point. Then there is a complete linear proof of L + on C 
with width < d + I if and only if no extreme point of L + is in C and no two bounding 
hyperplane of L + are parallel. 
Proof. By exactly the same proof as in last half the preceding Theorem, if some 
v ~ EXO(L +) belongs to C then any complete linear proof ~ of L + on C has width at 
least d + 1. Similarly assume two boundaries are parallel and there is a proof .~ ofL  + 
on C with w(:~) < d + 1. Let L 1 and L 2 be a pair of parallel bounding hyperplanes of 
L + defined by, say, ll(X ) ~ 0, 12(x ) ---- 0, respectively. Clearly L 1 and L 2 are infinite 
boundaries. Let p be an infinite half line contained in L +. Then, by finiteness of ~ ,  
there is an i such that Pi is a line of .r and P;+ contains all but a finite portion of p. By 
convexity of C there is a real E > 0 such that if L1. ~ = {x : ll(X ) ~ --e} then 
Pi + n L1, ~ n C 4= ~.  Hence .~ is not a proof. 
Now assume that no two bounding hyperplanes of L + are parallel and that 
EXO(L +) ~ C is empty. We shall constuct a complete linear proof ~ of width d. Let 
/1 .... ,18 be the linear forms corresponding to infinite boundaries of L +. Let v 1 .... , v~ 
be the extreme points ofL + which lie on infinite boundaries. Note that each such point 
belongs to exactly d -- 1 of the infinite boundaries. For 1 ~ i ~ r define a simplicial 
cone Ki by 
9 j=d  j=d 
where l i l(v~)= . . .=  l~d_~(vi)= 0 and {il ..... i8} = {1, 2 ..... s}. Thus each K~ is 
contained in L +. These cones will correspond to the first r lines of ~.  Call this part ~1 9 
Note that L + --~ {(J~=l K~} is bounded. There is an e > 0 such that by the method of 
Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.2 we can construct a complete linear proof ~2 for the region 
of L + lying within 9 of the finite boundaries of L +. This leaves uncovered a bounded 
region of L +, say M. But there is a closed set N which is bounded such that 
M C N C L +. Cover N by an open covering of simplicial cones and use the Heine-Borel 
Theorem to extract afinite subcovering. This subcovering corresponds to the remainder 
of ~.  Q.E.D. 
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We have thus disposed of the case in which L + has more than one extreme point and 
L+ t3 C is unbounded. Now 
THEOREM 3.6. Let L + C R a have more than one extreme point and be unbounded. 
Let N.R. (L +, C) hold for a convex set C such that L + n C is bounded. Then there is a 
complete linear proof ~ of L + on C having width d if and only if no extreme point of L + 
belongs to C. 
Proof. As usual there are linear forms l 1 ..... I,~ such that 
i o I. 
i=1 
There is a real number such that if 
M + = Ix eL+:  ~ li(x)<~ r I, 
i=1 
then M + c3 C ----- L + n C. Then apply Theorem 3.3. Q.E.D. 
Finally we are left with the case in which L + is a cone in R a, i.e., has one extreme 
point. We shall characterize when complete linear proofs exist in this instance having 
width less than d. First we recall a definition and give a preliminary lemma. 
DEFINITION 3.7. Let S C R d and T C R a. Then S and T are strictly linearly 
separable if there is a linear form l:Ra---~ R which is strictly positive on S and 
strictly negative on T. 
We will need the following in the sequel. 
LEMMA 3.8. Let N.R. (L +, C) hold where C is convex and L + C R a is a cone 
be such that if A e EX I (L  +) then h c3 L + ~ {v} cannot be strictly linearly separated 
from C by a hyperplane containing v, where v is the vertex of L +. Then if L is a bounding 
hyperplane of L + containing )~, no hyperplane through v can strictly separate L n C and 
)t n L + ,~ {v} either. 
Proof.  
that 
Let A and L be as in the lemma statement. Assume with no loss of generality 
L = {x :l l(x ) = 0}, 
a = {x : l l ( x )  - - = 0} .  
Pick y e C such that 
~(y) <0;  ~(y) ~>0,..., ~-I(Y) >~0, 
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and note by the separability hypothesis that 
12(y) > 0,..., la_x(y) > O. 
For a point u let 
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8(u, A) = min{I [x - -  u H : x e A}, 
i.e., the min imum distance from u to the line A. Let v be the vertex o fL  + and let 
f (x )  = min{3(z, A) : z e C nL  +, II z - v II = x), 
g(x) = min{3(z, A) : z e C n L, t] z - -  v ii = x}. 
Then by hypothesis there are constants K 1 and K 2 such that 
limZ(x =/q ,  
g(x) > K~.  
Pick any ~ > O. Then for large enough u there is a point w e C n L + 
l lw-vl l  =u; a(w,a) <K l+, .  
Let z e [w, y] with/l(Z) = O, i.e., z eL .  Then by elementary geometry 
3(z, A) ~ max{3(w, a), 8(y, a)}. 
Hence 3(z, A) is bounded. Thus since z e C by convexity to contradict the above 
upper bound on 8(z, A) it suffices to show that [] z - -  v [] is unbounded since 
3(z, A) ) g([] z - -  v H) >~ K=II z - -  v I[- 
But fo r l  < i~d- -  1, 
l~(y) 
l,(z) = l~(y) + [l~(w) - -  l,(y)] ll(w ) _ l~(y)" 
Hence the result follows since II w - v II is arbitrarily large. Q.E.D. 
Now we can give 
TrXEOREM 3.9. Let L + C R a be a cone and C be a convex set such that N.R. (L +, C) 
holds. Then there is a complete linear proof of L + on C having width d -- 1 if  and only if 
every set A ~ L +~ {v} is strictly linearly separable from C by a hyperplane containing the 
v, where A e EX I (L  +) and v is the vertex of L +. 
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Proof. Let K be the cone formed by the hyperplanes which separate C and the 
elements of EXI(L+).  Then K D C and it is thus sufficient o give a complete linear 
proof ~ ofL  + on K having w(~) ~ d --  1. Let T be the plane 
x ~ T ~ l i(x) + ...  + lm(x) = 1. 
Then T n L + is bounded and by Theorem 3.3 there is a complete linear proof ~ for 
T n L + on K ~ L + having width d -- 1 since no extreme point of T o L + belongs to 
K t~ L +. Lines of ~ are derived from lines of ~ .  I f  R, is a line of ~ then Pi  will be a 
line of ~ ,  where x ~ Pi  + if and only if there is a point y ~ Ri  + such that x is on the 
half line emanating from v and containing y. Now let z be any point of K. Then there 
is an i such that z ~ Pi + iff there is a w 6 T n K with w ~ Ri+. But this is true iff 
w ~ T n L + which is true iff z ~ L +. Thus ~ is a complete linear proof on K. Clearly 
~(~) ~< a -  1. 
Conversely assume that there is an extreme line A ofL + not strictly linearly separable 
by a hyperplane containing v, the vertex of L +. Assume with no loss that 
A = {x:ll(x ) . . . .  = la_l(X) = 0} and that ~ is a complete proof of L + on C with 
w(~) = d --  1. Let Pi  ~ such that Pi  + contains an infinite piece of A n L +. Then 
either Pi + has A as an extreme line or there is a hyperplane through x which separates 
an infinite piece of A from Pi  +. Hence by Lemma 3.6 and convexity of C Pi  + contains 
a point in C not in L +. Thus we conclude that Pi + has A as an extreme line. Let 
/'1 .... , PK be the lines of ~ such that if 1 ~ j ~ k then P~.+ does not have A as an 
extreme line. Then there is a real number and a real ~ > 0 such that if I1 v - x [I > r 
K 
and ~(A, x) < ~11 v -- x II ~ x r Oi=~ Pi +. Pick y e C with/I(Y) >/ 0 ..... la-~(y) ~ O, 
la(y) < O. For large enough II v --  x II and x ~ A the point z on the line Ix, y] with 
II z --  x ]] = E/2]I v --  x [l is in C. Thus there is somej with Pj a line o f~,  A an extreme 
line of P~+, and z ~ P~+. Hence y 6 P~+. But y 6L  +. Q.E.D. 
In the final section we give applications of the result. 
4. APPLICATIONS OF THE RESULTS 
In this section we give two applications of the preceding results. 
For our first example consider {x 1 ,..., xm} to be real numbers and we wish to 
determine whetheror not x,~ is the maximum. As Rabin points out no analytic proof 
of this fact exists which is narrower than evaluating the set of inequalities 
L ={ l~=Xm--X i : l  <~i~m--  1}, 
since L + is independent in the space R m-1 generated by {xm --  xl : 1 ~ i < m - -  1}. 
What if, however, we know that x,, is either the largest or the second largest ?Then 
for linear proofs we have 
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THEOREM 4.1. Let x 1 ,..., xm be real numbers uch that x m < x i for at most one 
value of 1 ~ i <~ m -- 1. Then any linear proof ~@ of the system of inequalities 
L ={x , , , - -x i : l  ~ i<~m--  1} 
has w(~) >/m- -  1. 
Proof. Take {x,, - -  x i : l  ~ i~<m--  1} as a basis for R m- l . Le tCbe  
C = {(Yx ,..., Y,,-A) c R ~-1 : at most one yj < 0}. 
This set corresponds to knowing that x m is exceeded by at most one other x i . Note that 
C is not convex so we cannot apply preceding results directly. Instead let for all 
l < iv~j~m--1 .  
DiJ = {(Yl ,..-, Y,,-1) ~ Rm-1 : Yi + Yi ~ 0} 
and let D = 0 i~J  Oi j  9 Then D is the intersection of convex sets and hence is convex. 
Assume (Yl .... ,Y,,-a) ~D and say Ya < 0. Then for j > 1, Yl + YJ ) 0 so that 
yj- > 0. Thus D C C. Also for any 1 ~ j ~ m - -  1 (YI ,..., Ym-1) given by 
y~ = --1, y i= l, l <~ i <~ m- -  I i ~ j 
is in D. So L + is nonredundant on D. 
Finally note that D contains L +. Thus applying Theorem 3.9 we have that any proof 
o fL  + on D has width at least m - -  I. But if ~ is a proof o fL  + on C it must also be 
a proof of L+ on D. Thus w(~) ~ m --  1. Q.E.D. 
The other example gives a direction for future work. 
EXAMPLE 4.2. Let L + be a polygon in R 2. Let C = RL Then any complete linear 
proof o fL  + on C has width at least three. I f L  + has n sides then it is easy to construct 
such a proof with n - -  2 lines. However, to check for membership in L + one would, 
on the average, verify a number of inequalities linear in n. It is immediate, however, 
that there is an afaptive tree algorithm to tell if a point is in L + or not whose longest 
branch has length [log 2 n]. 
As suggested by the preceding example we are investigating the complexity of tree 
programs which solve specific problems. 
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